
for intolerable or needlessly injurious conditions. "Em¬
ployers of labor are now doing much to ameliorate con¬

ditions. An awakened public conscience is at last being
aroused. It is the duty of those qualified to do so (such
as physicians) to ascertain the truth of industrial con¬
ditions affecting the physical well-being of American
wage-earners."

The need of wider interest in the health problems
of modern industry was also expressed on this occasion
by Dr. Henry B. Favill of Chicago: "It is pretty nearly
axiomatic that the modern labor problem is a health
problem." Careful investigations should be made
by men trained both in physiology and economics, so
that effective means may be forthcoming for the preven-
lion of the human waste in industry. Thousands suffer
and die yearly from preventable occupational diseases,
as for example, in those industries which make use of
poisons, such as yellow phosphorus, still employed in this
country, though harmless substitutes for it have long
been employed in Europe.

It would appear, from the viewpoint of the
general practitioner, if from no other, that no anam¬
nesis is complete without an exhaustive consideration of
the patient's occupation (which, indeed, cannot be
adequately appreciated unless the physician has more
than a casual and superficial understanding of the actual
working conditions) ; nor is any plan of therapy likely
to succeed which does not take into account a healthful
environment during the patient's working hours.

ADDED ENDOWMENT FOR WESTERN RESERVE

Announcement has just been made of a gift of $250,-
000 to Western Reserve University, by Mr. H. M. Hanna,
as an addition to the endowment of the medical depart-
ment. It is intended that the income from this gift
shall be used largely to place the various clinical profes-
sorships on a modern university basis. This gift is very
opportune, coming as it does with the news that the con-
solidation of the Cleveland College of Physicians and
Surgeons with the Medical Department of Western Re-
serve University has been consummated.

AMERICAN SURGERY\p=m-\ANAPPRECIATION

Europeans who have made a study of commercial life
in the United States maintain that the fundamental
difference in methods between the American and the
European is one of mental attitude. With the Euro-
pean the tendency is to adhere to, or at most to modify,
the old; with the American, to attempt what is alto-
gether new. The European engineer prides himself on
the fact that his machinery is so well made and so care-

fully preserved that it will last a generation; the Ameri-
can engineer on the other hand does not hesitate to rele-
gate to the scrap-heap the most elaborate piece of
machinery the moment a more efficient piece is invented
to take its place. That this progressive attitude is not
confined to mechanics and commerce in America is evi-

denced by the observations recently made in the Practi-
tioner, by a London surgeon, Mr. W. Arbuthnot Lane
of Guy's Hospital. In contrasting the skepticism of
British surgeons with the attitude of the surgeons of the
United States and Canada he says : "They are in ad¬
vance of us in many ways in their methods of investi¬
gation. They attack any new problem very thoroughly
and do their utmost to verify every fact by personal
observation and they determine whether there is any
truth in it or not. Trouble or expense affords no ob¬
stacle to their thirst for knowledge. They are not satis¬
fied to accept unreservedly any statement or observation,
and least of all, any opinion, and they are only prepared
to receive, it when they themselves have either seen it or
are satisfied as to its>accuracy. They have no respect for
so-called authority and part with innumerable surgical
creeds which continue to control us as readily as their
business men 'scrap' machinery the moment a better
mechanism is devised. It is this attitude of the Ameri¬
can surgeon that is exerting such a magnificent influence
on the surgery of that country and is, in my opinion,
making them the most progressive surgical body in the
world." Mr. Lane of course has been in the United States
and evidently speaks from observation.

THE NEW YORK COCAIN LAW

During the last session of the New York legislature
a particularly vicious amendment was made to the penal
law of that state relating to the sale of cocain or eucain.
As the law now stands the druggist must give to every
person who presents a prescription in which cocain or
eucain or their salts are ingredients a certificate worded
as follows:

.191
This is to certify that the bearer obtained from me

on the above date, upon the written prescription of
.M.D.
of.,.
.grains of cocain or eucain.

This certificate is furnished in conformity with the
Act Amending the Penal Law of New York State in
relation to the sale of cocain or eucain, enacted April,1910.
Druggist,.

Registered Pharmacist.
This prescription cannot be refilled nor copy given.

What the object of such an amendment is, it is hard
even to guess; what the results must be is evident. The
patient is at once informed of the fact that he is takingcocain\p=m-\afact that the conscientious physician is usu-

ally careful to conceal. Such a certificate in no way
prevents the prescribing of these drugs by renegade phy-
sicians to cocain habitu\l=e'\sbut it does possess enormous
potentialities for harm in the making of habitu\l=e'\s.Anylaw that will prevent the misuse of valuable but dan-
gerous drugs is to be welcomed but such laws must be
drawn up by those who have at least a working knowl¬
edge

.

of the many points involved. As the New York
law now stands it not only does not prevent the misuse
of cocain and eucain but may easily be the means of
leading to the abuse of these valuable but potent drugs.
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